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Regression analysis for mixed cross-section and time-series data with refer

ence to some "incomplete observations" techniques*) 

by 

R.D. Gill 

ABSTRACT 

An iterative method is proposed for estimating a certain regression 

model with mixed cross-section and time-series data, where each observation

al unit is not necessarily available at each time point of the time series. 

We prove consistency and asymptotic normality of the estimators of the re

gression coefficients as the size of the cross-section increases while the 

length of the time series remains bounded. We discuss both other models and 

the connection between our method and various "incomplete data" techniques 

from the literature. 

KEY WORDS & PHRASES: Mixed cross-section and time-series data~ econometric 

models, incomplete observations~ missing data, regres

sion analysis, multivariate analysis. 

*) This report will be submitted for publication elsewhere. 





I. INTRODUCTION 

This report describes theoretical work*) carried out in connection with 

the consultation project "Basisonderzoek Kostenstructuur Ziekenhuizen" 

(Basis research on hospital cost-structure) commissioned by the Nationaal 

Ziekenhuis Instituut (Dutch national hospitals institute). The model de

scribed here arose from the needs of this particular project and its appli

cation is described in the N.Z.I. report VAN AERT and VAN MONTFORT [1979] 

and in VAN MONTFORT [1979]. Regression analyses had been carried out to in

vestigate the relations between various hospital attributes such as size, 

degree of specialization, institutional form, case-mix, etc. as independent 

or predictor variables and deflated total costs or alternatively cost per 

case of a hospital as dependent or criterion variable, using data from a 

large number of Dutch hospitals (considered as independent observations) 

pertaining to each of the years 1968 to 1973; i.e. one regression analysis 

was done for the data of each of these six years. The need then arose to 

combine these analyses recognizing that (a) the hospitals taking part in 

one year's survey did not necessarily take part in another year's; (b) the 

effect of some predictor variables might vary over the years; in fact we 

wanted to discover such changes; (c) the disturbance term in each year's 

regression equation which, if the model is realistic, should reflect indiv

idual hospital effects such as special conditions, variation in efficiency, 

etc., will be highly correlated per hospital over the different years; (d) 

the combined model should not be in contradiction with the separate year 

models; and (e) none of the particular models which have been proposed in 

the literature for such data, such as the variance components or the random 

effects model, or the first order autocorrelation model, seemed a priori 

reasonable.though it would be interesting to check how well they fit. 

So much for the practical background. The plan of the rest of the paper 

is as follows: in the next section we describe our model which seems to be 

new in the econometric literature-. perhaps because most time series are 

longer than ours! - and motivate and discuss the estimation and testing pro

cedures used. Section 3 contains the proofs of asymptotic properties of our 

*) A FORTRAN program implementing the method described here is also 
available 
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estimators (we only have heuristic justification for our testing procedures). 

In the fourth and last section we discuss some other possible approaches. In 

particular we note that our problem can be considered as one in the multi

variate analysis of incomplete data - the data of some years being missing 

for some of the hospitals - and point out the connections with certain 

"missing data" methods. The various steps of our iterative estimation method 

are adaptations of some missing data techniques from the literature, so our 

theorems can be modified to give new results on consistency and asymptotic 

normality for these too, without assuming multivariate normality of the 

observations: an assumption we avoid making as far as possible. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL AND ESTIMATORS 

First we introduce some notation. Random variables are underlined, and 

E denotes the expectation operator. Indices n = 1,2, ... ,N refer to the N 

observations; j (or j') = 1,2, .•. ,J refer to the J time points for which at 

least for some observations data is available; and k (or k') = 1,2, .•. ,K 

refer to the K predictor variables. J and Kare fixed, but the model is 

supposed to be specified for each N = 1,2, ... as we will be interested in 

asymptotic properties of our estimators as N tends to infinity. We can now 

specify our 

MODEL. For n = l, •.. ,N let p(n) = (P~n)) 
J 

for each j, and such that for each n a j 

be a jxl-vector with P~n) = I or 0 
J 

exists with P~n) = I, and vice-

versa. For n = l, •.• ,N, j 

let x 'k be real nwnbers. 
nJ 

(n) J 
= l, ... ,J such that P. = I, and fork= l, ... ,K 

For n = 1 , ... , N, j = i , ... , J such that P ~n) = I 

suppose 

(1) 

where 

(2) 

and 

(3) 

E(e .) = o 
-nJ 

J 

= {o 
0 .. , 

JJ 

n #- n' 

n = n' 
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where B = (Bk) is a fixed KxI-vector and I= 

ite symmetric KxK-matrix. 

(o .. ,) a fixed positive defin
JJ 

the 

So P(n) denotes the pattern of available and missing time points for 
th n observation. "Fixed" means in the above specification "not depend-

ing on N". AU other quantities may vary with N but we generally S\Jppress 

this dependence in our notation. The symbols ➔p and ➔V denote convergence 

in probability and convergence in distribution as N tends to infinity. For 

a sequence of random variables~ we write~= OP(l) if !N is hounded in 

probability as N ➔ 00 : i.e. for all E > 0 there exist finite C and N 0 , such 

that N ~ N0 implies P(l~I > C) < E, The xnjk's are the fixed values taken 

by our K predictor variables, y . is our criterion variable; Band I are 
-nJ 

unknown parameters. We observe x "k and y . for those n and j such that 
( ) nJ -nJ 

Pjn = 1. For notational convenience define xnjk = 0 for n and j such that 

p(n) 0 and suppose that for all n and j random variables e . exist satis-
J -nJ 

fying (I), (2) and (3). 

We shall make more assumptions (mostly of a technical nature) as need

ed, in the following section. For the time being note that (i) the model is 

indeed not in contradiction with the "separate year" analyses; (ii) the 

model has as special cases (whose estimation is discussed in Section 4) 

(a) the "Random effects model" - e . = E + o ., where the E 'sand o . 's 
-nJ -n -nJ -n -nJ 

are all independent normally distributed with zero means and variances o 2 
2 E 

and o0 respectively, so that consequently 

2 'f j I f°E J 
0 .. I = 

JJ 1 z 2 
j j I o + 00 = E 

- and (b) the "First order autocorrelation model" - e . = pe . 1 + s ., -nJ -n,J- -nJ 
where the E .'s 

--:nJ 
zero means, and 

and thee 0 1 s are independent and normally distributed with 
-n 2 

variances such that thee .'shave constant variance o , so 
-nJ e 

that consequently 

I._.' I 2 
o .. = p J J o 

J JI e 

- while (iii) to let the effect of (some of) the predictor variables depend 

on time we might replace Bk in (I) with Bjk and rewrite (I) as 
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YnJ" = I (x "kX·. ,)s. 'k + e . 
j , , k nJ J J J -t1J 

where X••r = 1 if j = j' and O otherwise; i.e. the same model with now JK 
JJ 

predictor variables. Alternatively if we can assume that the effect of time 

is e.g. linear we can replace xnjkSk in (1) with xnjkSOk + (xnjk'j)S 1k and 

again find ourselves back with the same model, but with more predictor 

variables. 

We propose an iterative method to estimate the regression coefficients 

Sand the covariance matrix of the disturbances r, which we now present in

formally: 

STEP 1. Estimate S by ordinary least squares (i.e. as if cr .. 
2 JJ 

2 = cr for some 

cr > 0 for each j, and cr .. , = 0 for j I j'). 
JJ 

STEP 2. Estimate r from the residuals of step 1 by adding the product of the 

residuals for the time instants j and j' over n such that P~n) and P~~) = 1 
J J 

and dividing by the number of such n to get an estimate of cr .. ,. 
JJ 

STEP 2r+l (r = 1,2, •.. ). With the estimate of r obtained from step 2r, re

estimate S by the method of generalized least squares (i.e. as if the esti

mate were the true value of r). 

STEP 2r+2 (r = 1,2, ••. ). With the estimate of S from step 2r+l and the esti

mate of r from step 2r, construct a new estimate of r by (a) calculating 

the residuals - from now on we behave as if these residuals were the real

ized error terms and the estimate of r were its true value-, (b) using 

these to predict 

such that P~n) = 
J 

by least squares the error terms e . for those n and j 
-nJ 

O, and (c) estimating r in the obvious way from the now 

"completed" set of error terms, except for a correction based on the old 

estimate of r which is added to a sunnnand in the sums of squares or products 

or errors, c.q. predicted errors, whenever the product consists of two pre

dicted errors. The correction term is .the (estimate of) the partial covar

iance of the two errors which have been predicted given those on which the 

predictions are based. 

To explain this let e = (!:_p,~)' be a Jxl random vector(' denotes 
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transpose) partitioned into two according to a pattern of observed compon

ents P and its complement of missing ones M; so P + M is a Jx 1 vector of ones. 

Let us suppose 

E(!=_) = o, 

where Eis positive definite and partioned conform e itself. Then the linear 

least squares predictor of ~I given ~pis 

which has the covariance matrix 

.... .... 
E(E(~l!=_p)E(~l~p)') 

So 

E(~) 

.... 
where the last term, also equal to the covariance matrix of~ - E(~l!=_p),-

is conventionally called the partial covariance matrix of~ given ~p· On 

the other hand 

.... 
E(¥,-i,) = E(E(~l~p)~i,) = EMP. 

These estimators are defined formally in the corollary to theorems 1 

to 4 (which deal in turn with steps 1, 2, 2r+l and 2r+2 above). The esti

mator of step 2 is essentially GLASSER's [1964] method for estimating a co

variance matrix with incomplete observations, while that of step 2r+2 is 

derived from the maximum likelihood method (assuming normality) developed by 

ORCHARD and WOODBURY [1972], BEALE and LITTLE [1975], and DEMPSTER et al. 

[1977]. 

It will be shown in section 3 that under suitable conditions these 

rules do (asymptotically) define estimators: i.e., as N ➔ 00 , the probability 

tends to one that the matrices which have to be inverted are nonsingular. 
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Also, denoting the estimator of S from step 2r+l as b(r) (r = 0,1, ..• ) and 

that of E from step 2r+2 as S(r) (r = 0,1, ... ), then-b(r) and S(r) are con

sistent (as N ➔ 00 ) for each; ;;;: 0: while for r ;;;: 1 b'(r) is asymptotically 

equivalent to the true generalized least squares estimator of S. We prove 

asymptotic normality of N½(,£.(r) - S) for each r;;;: 1, with asymptotic mean 

zero and a (fixed) asymptotic covariance matrix which can be consistently 

estimated as N ➔ 00 • We also show that under multivariate normality of the 

e .'s, b{r) is an efficient estimator for S for each r;;;: 1 and (this is the 
-nJ 
reason for iterating past r = I) if .£.(r) and ~(r) converge to say.£_ and~ 

as r ➔ 00 , then band Sare stationary points of the likelihood function 

l(S,E) for Sand E given the data. In any case l(~(r) ,§(r))is nondecreasing 

in r. So rough tests of hypotheses of interest may be carried out by assum

ing that the usual asymptotic maximum likelihood theory applies, and treat

ing the likelihood at S = b(r) and E = S(r) for larger as the true maximum 

likelihood, if .£.(r) and ~(r) appear to ~onverge as r ➔ 00 • 

We have not been able to prove anything on whether or not b(r) and S(r) 

converge, and have not tried to derive conditions under which the asymptotic 

maximum likelihood theory would hold. ORCHARD and WOODBURY [1972], BEALE 

and LITTLE [1975] and DEMPSTER et al. [1977] indicate that convergence is 

rather slow; our own practical experience with our method was that though 

the changes in .£.(r), ~(r) and their likelihood under normality f(.£.(r) ,~(r)) 

were not of practical significance for r;;;: I, convergence did not appear to 

be near even at the maximum number (r=30) of iterations we tried: this num

ber being dictated by cost considerations as the number of independent var

iables K was rather large (25 or 30). In fact since our situation also had 

N ~ 150 and J = 6, and the assumption of normality could not be taken very 

seriously, such results would have been of doubtful relevance! However we 

still used.likelihood theory to give rough tests using the likelihood eval

uated at S = b(r) and E = S(r) for the last iteration. 

In section 3 theorem 5 shows how the above method can be modified in 

a way which might be expected to speed up convergence, though the practical 

behaviour of the modified method was not much better. 

A major assumption of the theorem is that for each pair of time in

stants j and j', the number of observations n for which P~n) = I and P~~) = 
J J 

I tends to infinity as N ➔ 00 • This is obviously in general a necessary 
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condition for consistent estimation of I and hence for efficient estimation 

of 8, If in a practical situation these numbers are .not deemed large enough 

to justify the use of asymptotic theory, the only alternative would seem to 

be that of adopting a model such as one of the special cases mentioned above 

which involve less parameters. 

The problem of how to look at residuals to check the assumption of 

multivariate normality or at least to look for serious outliers is a very 

difficult one in this situation and will also not be discussed here, though 

a number of procedures can be suggested and were applied. 

3. ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS 

The model and notation of the previous section is still supposed to 

hold throughout this one. In particular recall that dependence on N is gen-

erally suppressed, the only fixed quantities being J, K, 8 and I, and that 
(n) 

we let xnjk = 0 when Pj = 0. () 

We also need the following notation. Definer = I. P.n. Let X be 
(n) n J J n 

the r xK matrix of elements x .k such that P. = I, and similarly let y 
n nJ J -n 

of elements y . and e . respectively for which. 
-nJ -nJ 

is the r x r matrix of elements CJ •• , of I for which 
n n JJ 

and e be the r x I vectbrs -n n 
P~n) = 1. Finally I 

P~(n) and P~~) = l.n 
J J 

Next we define 

Xl Y1 ~l 

Xz Yz ~2 
X = y__ e = and -

y__N ~N 

0 0 

I = 0 0 

0 0 
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. ~-] 
If Sis some estimator of I, then Sis defined analogously. I d ~s-l d an e-

~ -I ~ -I 
note (I) and(§) respectively. We always assume f is symmetric. 

We can now write (I), (2) and (3) as 

(4) x.. = XS + e -

(5) E (~) = 0 

(6) E(;;,) = I 

Let P denote an arbitrary pattern of missing and nonmissing time instants 

in one observation, i.e. a Jx] vector of zeros and ones. We shall need to 

refer to certain submatrices of I: for any P, Ipp = (ajj') with j and j' 

restricted by P. = I and P., = I, I = (0 .. ') with j' satisfying P., = I 
J J ·P JJ J 

but j unrestricted, etc. If Sis an estimator of I, ~pp and ~-Pare defined 
-1 -I 

similarly. Ipp means (Ipp) . So with this notation In= Ip(n)p(n)• n = 
1,2, •.• ,N. 

Finally before stating our theorems we list the assumptions which will 

be made in some or all of them. 

Al. For each P, j, j', k and k' 

AZ. 

A3. 

A4. 

AS. 

1 . l \' im - l 
N-+<x> N ( ) 

n:P n =P 

lim _!__ X'X 
N-+<x> N 

x 'kx . 'k' nJ nJ 
exists (and is finite). 

(which exists if assumption Al is 

is positive definite. 

(which exists if assumption Al is 

is positive definite. 

made) 

made) 

(e .; j = l, ... ,J), n = l, ... ,N are independent and, also over 
-nJ 

N = 1,2, ... , identically distributed. 

For each J and j I 

N 
p ~n) p ~~) lim I = 00 

N-+<x> n=I J J 



A6. for some constant C < 00 not depending on N, 

sup Ix 'kl :;;; C . 
. . k nJ 

n, J' 

A7. e is multivariate normally distributed. 

To justify the assertions of existence in A2 and A3, note that for 

instance 

1 ~ ~-1~ 
(N XI E X\k I = I 

j,j',P 
(..!.. )( -1) 
N x .kx ''k' EPP .. ,. 

( ) nJ nJ J J 
n:P n =P 

9 

These assumptions are by no means the weakest under which our theorems re

main valid (in particular A4 and A6 are stronger than necessary) but they 

are easy to state, lead to straightforward proofs, and are not prohibitive

ly strong in a practical situation. 

THEOREM 1. Under Al and A2, X'X is for sufficientZy large N nonsingular 

and defining 

(7) 

b(O) is a consistent estimator of Sand in fact N½(~(O)_S) is bounded bn 

probability as N + 00 • 

1 ~ ~ PROOF. Since N(X'X) converges to a nonsingular matrix, for N sufficiently 

large X'X is nonsingular too. So by (4), for large enough N, 

Therefore by (6) 

which converges to a finite matrix as N + 00 , since (i X'X)-l and i X'IX 
converge to finite matrices. Applying Chebyshev's inequality we now easily 

see that b(O) + Sas N + 00 , i.e. b(O) is a consistent estimator of S, and p 
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in fact that N½(!?_(O)_S) is OP(I). □ 

THEOREM 2. Suppose AI, A4 and. AS hold and, that b (O) ·is any aonsistent esti

mator of S suah that N½(!?_(O)_S) = OP(I). Then s(O) defined by 

(8) =--
n .. , 

JJ 

\' \' (0) \' (0) 
l (znJ· - l X 'k_!)_l. ) (y . I - l X • 'k' bk' ) 

( ) ( ) k nJ :--1\, .....,;J.J k, nJ -
n:P.n P.~ =I 

J J 
where 

(9) n .. , = l P~n)p~~) 
JJ n J J 

is a aonsistent estimator of E. 

PROOF. Fixing j and j' and writing ¼j = Ek xnjkSk + ~j and.!?_= .!?_(O), we 

see that 

(0) 
S ••I 
JJ n. • I 

JJ 

\' _I_( \' -½ ) ½ (b ) 
- l l N e .x . 'k' N k'-Sk' n · -nJ nJ -

k' jj' n:P~n)p~~)=l 
J J 

+ I I 
k k' 

= A - B - C + D 
.:...""N =N -N =N 

(say). 

Now by A4 and AS and the weak law of 
! 

large numbers A +po .. , as N + 00 • 

.:...""N J J 
Since N2 (.!?_-S) is Op(I) as N + 00 and n .. , + 00 as N + 00 , to show that BN +p 0 

JJ I -

it suffices to show that En:P~n)p~~)=I N- 2 ~njxnj'k' is Op(I). Now 
J J 



= l N l x . 'k'x . 'k'o .. 
l ( ) llJ nJ J J P:PjPj,= n:P n =P 

which converges to a finite limit as N-+ 00 by Al, so indeed~ -+p Oas 

N-+ 00 • Similarly~ -+p 0, and because 

converges as N -+ 00 , ~ -+p 0 too. D 

l l 

THEOREM 3. Suppose Al and A3 hold and let ~(r) be any consistent estimator 

of~- Then with probability converging to las N-+ co, s<r) and X'S(r)-lx 

are nonsingular and defining 

then 

(l l) 

(and so E.(r+l) is a consistent estimator of SJ. If furtheY'more A4 and A6 

hold, or A7 holds, then 

where A is defined by 

A-l = lim ..!_ X1i- 1x· 
N ' N-+oo 

(13) 

in the latter case b(r+l) is an asyrrrptotically efficient estimator of S 

(in the sense of e.g. CRAMER [1946] §32.6). A can consistently be estimated 

by <½ x,1-•x) -1 . 
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PROOF. Write S = S(r) and b = b(r+I). 

Since~ ➔p L, and Lpp is non-singular for each pattern P, P(S is non

singular) ➔ I as N ➔ 00 • Writing 

I c½ 
j ,j ~P:P .P. ,=I 

J J 
I ~ ~-I~ 

we see that - X'S X ➔ N - p 
-I 

A , and so with probability converging to I is non-

singular. This also shows that A can be consistently estimated by 
·l~~-l~-1 (N X'~ X) • Now define 

(14) 
* ~ ~- I~ - I~ ~- I~ 

b = (X 1 L X) X'L z. 

We shall show that under Al and A3 

(I 5) 

* and that the theorem is also true if E_ is replaced everywhere with b These 

two facts establish the truth of the theorem itself. 

Substituting (4) in (IO) and (14) we see that with probability converg

ing to I as N ➔ oo 

( 16) 
~ ~-I~ -I~~-!~ 

b = S + (X'~ X) X'~ ~ 

and 

( I 7) 

Thus again with probability converging to 

( 18) 

= ~N + _fNQN (say). 



We have already seen that~ ➔PA as N ➔ 00 and that~N ➔p Oas N ➔ 00 • So 

to establish (15) it remains to show that 

and 

Now 

I 
j .j I ,P 

_! \ -1 
[N 2 l x .ke .,J[(Spp) .. , 

( ) nJ :-UJ - J J 
n:P n =P 

-1 -1 
where [(S ) .. , - (I ) .. ,] ➔p Oas N ➔ 00 ; while 

-pp JJ pp JJ 

E [ N - ½ I x . ke . , J 2 - -N I x . kx . kcr . , . , 
( ) nJ -nJ ( ) nJ nJ J J 

n:P n =P n:P n =P 

which converges to a finite quantity as N ➔ 00 by Al. So 

_! 
N 2 I X • ke . 1 = op (1 ) 

( ) nJ -nJ 
n:P n =P 

and hence (19) holds. Finally, 

(D) = l [N-½ l x .ke .,](Ip-p1) .. , 
-N k . . , ( ) nJ -nJ J J 

J,J ,P n:P n =P 

so (20) holds, and therefore (IS) holds too. 

We now prove the theorem with E_ replaced 
r,,J "'-1,....,,, 
X'I Xis nonsingular, (17) 

* .. by b . For sufficiently large N 
- ! * ! * 

holds and by (6) E(N 2 (E_ -S)N 2 (E_ -S)') = 
-1~ ~-1~ -1 

(N X' I X) ➔ A as N ➔ 00 • 

! * So N2 (E_ -S) = Op(l) as N ➔ 00 • Next suppose Al, A3, A4 and A6 hold. 

By (17) 

(21) 

if 

(22) 

13 
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-I~ ~-I~ -1 
Since N X'E X + A , it suffices to show that 

(23) 

Now N-½X'E-I; = N-!rN (X'r- 1e) where the sum is a sum of N independent 
n=l n n -n 

zero mean random vectors, 1/N times the sum of whose covariance matrices 
-1 

converges to A as N + 00 • So by the Lindebergh-Feller central limit theorem 

we must show that for each k, 

(24) -1 
N 

as N + 00 for each E > O, where X. denotes the indicator random variables 

f h d db S. h 1 f X and ~-I b d d. or t e event enote y • ince tee ements o ~ are oun e in 
n n 

n = I, .•• ,N and N = 1,2, .•• we need only show 

-1 N J 
E[e2 . X l (25) N I I J ➔ o. 

n=l j=l -nJ -{e .>N 2 d 
-nJ 

But by A4, the left hand side of (25) equals 

J 2 I E[e 1 •X , J 
j=l - J-{e .>N2d 

-IJ 

which converges to zero as N tends to infinity. We have now proved (21) 

under Al, A3, A4 and A6. Under Al, A3 and A7 N½(b*-s) is distributed as 
-1~ ~-I~ -1 -

N(O,(N X'E X) ) and so converges in distribution to N(O,A) as N + 00 • 

Finally under Al, A3 and A7, by the usual theory of generalized least 
* . . . . squares, E_ attains the Cramer-Rao lower bound for each N and is certainly 

asymptotically efficient (in the sense of asymptotically attaining the 

Cramer-Rao . lower bound) . D 

THEOREM 4. Suppose Al a:nd A4, hold, a:nd suppose E(r+I) is a:ny estimator of 
I ( +I) . ( ) 

S such that N2 (2 r -S) = OP(l) a:nd suppose Sr is a:ny consistent estima-

tor of E. Then §(r+l) defined by 

(26) e = V - X b(r+l) 
-n "-n n-
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(27) 

where P = P(n) and 

S ( r+ I) = _!_ , , ( ~ i, + S ( r) _ S ( r) S ( r )-1 S ( r) ) 
- N ~ l -n-n -•P -PP -P• • 

n:P(n)=P 

(28) 

is also a consistent estimator of E. 

. ( r+ I ) ( r) * ( r+ I ) . . 
PROOF. Write b = b , S = S , S = S • Since S ➔ E and Eis non-

- - - - - - p 
singular, P(§ is nonsingular) ➔ I as N ➔ 00 and so§* is well defined, at 

least with a probability converging to I as N ➔ 00 • Note that putting for 

any n P(n) = P and r = E. P. e is like e an rx I random vector while 
.... J J' -n -n 
e is a J x I random vector. S = S' • is J x r and S is r x r. Also if S -n -.p -p -pp 
is nonsingular 

(29) 
if P. = 

J 

if P. = 
J 

or P., = 
J 

sos* is indeed the estimator described in section 2, step 2r+2. To prove 

s* ➔PE as N ➔ 00 we combine (27) and (28) to give 

(30) * I ' ' (S S- I"' ""'' S- l S S S S- IS ) ~ = N ~ l -· P-PP~n-PP.::..P. + - -· p PP-P. 
n:P(n)=P 

, -1 I , -1 
= s + l ~-~PP{N l (~ - ~pp) }~pp~p. 

P n:P(n)=P 
-1 -1 

Since ~-P and ~pp converge in probability to r.p and Epp respectively it 

suffices to show that for each pattern P 

(31) 

First we show that 

(32) _NI I (e e' - e e') ➔po. -n-n --n--n 
n:P(n)=P 
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Now by (26) and the fact that e = y - X B 
-n -=--n n ' 

and so 

(33) 

e = e - X (b-S) 
-n -n n-

(e e I - e e') 
--n-n -n--n 

[X (b-S)e' + e (b-S)'X' - X (b-S)(b-S)'X'] n- -n -n- n n- - n 

Looking at the three parts of this in turn, we see first that for J and j' 

such that P. and P., = 1, 
J J 

where 

So by Al 

X (b-B) e' ) .. , 
n - - n JJ 

= '\' (-NI '\' ) (b ) l l x . ke . ' k-Bk k ( ) nJ :-tlJ -
n:P n =P 

E (_NI '\' x . ke . ' ) 2 = -N '\' x x a t ) nJ -nJ t ) nj k nj k j' j ' · 
n:P n =P n:P n =P 

N l X .ke . ' = op (I) 
( ) nJ -UJ 

n:P n =P 

while (.£.k-Bk) ➔p 0. This shows that the first two parts of the right hand 

side of (33) converge in probability to zero as N + 00 • For the third part, 

X (b-S)(b-S)'X') .. , = 
n - - n JJ 

so this too converges in probability to zero as N + 00 , 

This establishes (32). Now obviously 

as N + 00 , 
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so we finally prove 

(34) N I 
n:P(n)=P 

as N ➔ 00. 

Let rp = 

A4 thee -n 

#{n:P(n)=P}, 

's with P(n) 

IPP if p(n) = 

and fix j and j' such that P. and P., = I. Since by 
J J 

E(e e') = 
---n-n 

=Pare independent and identically distributed and 

P, given£ and o there exists an r such that 

rp(= rp(N)) > r =;> P(l-1- I (e .e ., - CJ •• ,) I > £) < o. 
r ( ) -nJ-nJ J J 
p n:P n =P 

So since rp ~ N, for all N such that rp > r, 

P(I-Nl I (e .e ., - CJ .. ,),>£)< o. 
( ) -nJ-nJ JJ 

n:P n =P 

On the other hand, for all N such that rp ~ r, 

l (e .e ., - CJ •• ,) 
(n) -nJ-nJ J J 

n:P =P 

is bounded in probability. So there exists an N0 such that if N ~ N0 , 

rp(N) ~ r =;> P(I-Nl I (e .e ., - CJ •• ,) I > £) < o. 
(n) -nJ-nJ J J 

n:P =P 

Thus for sufficiently large N, whether rp(N) ~ r or not, 

P ( I½ l (e . e . , - CJ .. ,) I > £) < o 
n:P(n)=P -nJ-nJ JJ 

and we have proved (34). D 

COROLLARY TO THEOREMS I TO 4. Let E(O) be defined by (7) and then §(O) by 

(8) and (9). Farr~ 0 define E(r+l) by (IO) and then §(r+l) by (26), (27) 

and (28). Then under Al to AS, E(r) ,and §(r) are consistent estimators of 

Sand I respectively for each r ~ O; while for r ~ I, under Al to A6, or Al 

to AS and A7, N½(E(r)_S) +V N(O,A) where A is defined by (13) and can be 

consistently estimated by (N- 1X'(§(r))- 1X)- 1• Far each r ~, I, under Al to 

AS and A7, b(r) is an efficient estimator of s. 
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PROOF. The proof is innnediate. □ 

THEOREM 5. Define C~,§) as the limit as r ➔ 00 of C~Cr) ,§Cr)) if this limit 

exists. Then under A7, (2,§) is a stationary point of the likelihood func

tion for (S,I) given the data. The likelihood function~ ICS,I), evaluated 

at CS,I) = (2(r) ,§Cr)) is non-decreasing in r. 

PROOF. If (2Cr) ,§Cr)) converges to a limit C2,§) as r ➔ 00 , then(~,§) satis

fies the fixed point equations 

C35) 

(36) e = Yn - X b, n = 1, ••• ,N, -n n-

C37) - s- 1e p (n), e = s where p = -n -.p-pp-n n = 1, ••• ,N, 

and 

s=..!.\ \ 
- N ~ l 

n:P(ri)=P 
(38) <~ ~' + s - s s- 1s ) -n-n -.p-pp-p. 

Now denoting the likelihood function as t(S,I) (where Sand I are variables 

and not the true values of the unknown paramaters) by (35), 

ell I 
3S (S,I) S=2,I=§ = 0 

while by (36) to (38), 

(using BEALE and LITTLE [1975] Theorems and 2 and formulas (2.5), (2.6), 

(2.8) and (2.9) withµ= O). To prove the final assertion we observe that 

for r ~ 1, 

fCE_(r) '~(r-1)) = sup f(S,~(r-1)) 
s 

because b(r) is the generalized least squares estimator of S assuming that 
" ( r--1) 
L, = S • So 
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Also by DEMPSTER et al. [1977] Theorem I and section 4.1.3, 

because S(r) is computed from b(r) and S(r-l) by one step of the EM algo-

rithm as~uming that S = b(r). D 

THEOREM 6. For some estimator S of E, define 

"" "'- l "" - I ,...,, "'- 1,....., 
b = (X'! X) X'! y 

Then under A7 the likelihood function for Sand E given the data evaluated 

at band as is maximized over a> 0 by choosing 

(39) a= ( I P~n))- 1•I (y - X b)'S- 1(y - X b). 
- . J --n n--;:i-n n-n,J n 

! 
If N2 (Q-S) = OP(l) as N + oo and~ +PE as N + 00, and Al and A4 hold~ then 

a + I as N + oo.· Finally, both the corollary to theorems I to 4, and theorem 
- p 
5, remain true if for r ~ O, §(r+I) is now defined by (26), (27) and (28) 

with §(r) replaced by ~(r)§(r) where ~(r) is defined by (39) with Q = Q(r+I) 

and S = S (r). 

PROOF. Under A7 the log of the likelihood of the data evaluated at S = _£., 

E = aS is equal to a constant plus 

_! I [log det(aS) + e I (as ) - I e J 
2 -;:i -n -n -n 

n 

= -lI( I P~n))log -I I ~,s-1~ J 1 I log det s a + a e e -;z. 
J --n-n -n 2 -n 

n,J n n 

where e = y - X b. By differentiating, we see that this as a function of -n -n n-
a is maximized by 

a = c I 
n,j 
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To prove that under the stated conditions 9:.. ➔P 1, arguments of exactly the 

same nature as those used in Theorem 4 can be employed. Note that e'S- 1e = 
. n-n -n 

trace(e e'S- 1). The final assertions on the validity of the corollary to 
-rr-n-n 

theorems 1 to 4 and of theorem 5 with redefined S(r+I) for r ~ 0 are 

straightforward to check. Note that we now have for r ~ I the inequalities 

4. OTHER APPROACHES 

First of all we briefly discuss estimation of the "random effects 

model" (a) and the "first order autocorrelation model" (b) described in 

section 2. These are both special cases of our model with restrictions on 

r. Econometric applications of the random effects model, or very similar 

models, are described by KMENTA [1971] §12.2 and WALLACE and HUSSAIN [1969]. 

Both articles assume that the data is complete - i.e. P~n) = 1 for all n 
J 

and j - and neither describe maximum likelihood methods under multivariate 

normality. HAN [1969] shows how to obtain maximum likelihood estimates, 

again supposing the data is complete, while WIORKOWSKI [1975] describes a 

technique for obtaining maximum likelihood estimates even with incomplete 

data. His method works as follows. Defining p = 0 2 / (0 2 + 0;) (see section 2) 
E E u 

we see that in the model specified by (4), (5) and (6) together with assump-

tion A7, 

(40) 

where H(p) is a I . P ~n) x I . P ~n) matrix whose elements are either O, _ 
n,J J n,J J 2 

p or 1. For a range of values of p it is now easy to estimate Sand a by 

maximum likelihood given p (i.e. by generalized least squares), and for each 

value of p the maximum likelihood can be calculated. This function of p can 

now be maximized, giving the maximum likelihood estimator of p and corres

ponding estimators of Sand 0. The usefulness of this method is that under 

A7, by computing the maximum likelihood for our model and for the more 



restricted model of random effects, we can test the latter by using the 

usual asymptotic likelihood ratio test. 
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The first order autocorrelation model (b) can be estimated, under A7, 

in exactly the same way as in WIORKOWSKI's [1975] method for the random 

effects model because again in the model (4), (5) and (6) together with A7, 

(40) holds, where H(p) is now another matrix function of the parameter p. 

Next we look at other ways of estimating our own model. If the data is 

complete it is very easy under multivariate normality of e to write down 

the maximum over S of the likelihood function for Sand L. This gives a 
' (random) function of E which can itself be maximized over L by (iterative) 

numerical optimization techniques, When there are no missing observations 

the model can be written as 

(41) = = SX + e, n -n 
n = l, ••• ,N 

~ 

where y and e are J x 1 random vectors, S is J x JK and X is JK x 1, 
-n -n n 

(42) 

(43) 

~ ~ s = 

X 
n 

s l 

0 

0 

0 0 

s I 0 

0 s I 

and the e 's are uncorrelated with zero means and fixed J x J covariance 
-n 

matrix. All the same, the usual theory of estimating the general linear model 

(41) does not tell us how to estimate B when Sis of the form given by (42). 

Such a model is a special case of the "ACOVSM" model of JORESKOG [1970], 

though using this fact would probably lead to computationally inefficient 

ways of estimating it. 

We next consider the question of whether our model could have been 

estimated by the EM algorithm of DEMPSTER et al. [1977] in its proper form, 
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instead of the adaptation we have chosen. This algorithm is a general one 

for maximum likelihood estimation with incomplete data; here we would assume 

multivariate normality of the disturbances e .. Our method works by switch-
---nJ 

ing between estimating Band I: we estimate B by maximum likelihood as if 

the current estimate of E were the true value of I, and then improve our 

estimate of I by carrying out one iteration of the EM algorithm, as if the 

current estima,te of B were its true value. However the EM algorithm could 

be applied to improve the current estimates of Band I simultaneously. Con

sidering our data as coming from the model specified by (41), (42) and (43) 

together with the usual assumptions, including that of multivariate normal

ity, about thee 's, but with some components of the vectors y missing, 
-n -n 

the EM algorithm could be applied at the so called second level of general-

ity (DEMPSTER et al. [1977], bottom of page 5) appropriate when the distri

bution of the complete data comes from an exponential family of distribu-
-1 -1:::::: 

tions whose natural parameters (I ) .. , (1 s j s j's J) and (E B)jf (1 s 
JJ 1 ·(" 1). "k 

j s J, 1 s l s JK), which vary in the convex region of JR zJ J+ +J •J where 

I-l is positive definite, are restricted to lying in the curved submanifold 

specified by (42). So this model is certainly one to which their method is 

applicable; however the difficulty is that at repeated steps of the algo

rithm the parameters have to be reestimated by maximum likelihood based on 

current predictions of the sufficient statistics for the complete data (i.e. 

as if the predictions were the actual values taken by these sufficient stat

istics). Now as we have seen, even with complete data an iterative method 

has to be used to get maximum likelihood estimates, which makes this ap

proach computationally unattractive. 

Another way of estimating our usual model as well as the models of ran

dom effects and first order autocorrelation under multivariate normality is 

to make use of the method of restricted maximum likelihood (CORBEIL and 

SEARLE [1976]). In the model specified by (4), (5) and (6), I is in each 
2 2 case equal to CJ H(0) for some CJ > 0 and a vector 0 of (a fairly small num-

ber of) parameters. CORBEIL and SEARLE [1976] suggest transforming y into 

two parts by means of two linear transformations of y, such that the distri-
2 

bution of one of these parts depends only on CJ H(0) and not on S (assuming 
~ 2 multivariate normality of e). 0 and CJ are estimated by maximum likelihood 

applied to this part of the data (using direct numerical optimization 
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techniques, though perhaps special methods related to the ones we have de

scribed here would work faster). Then with the estimate of e so obtained, 

Sis estimated by the obvious generalized least squares formula 

This method is discussed and compared with others in HARVILLE [1977] and 

seems rather promising. 

Finally, it is sometimes reasonable to consider the X's as being the 
n 

realized values of stochastic variables !u; e.g. suppose that (Xn,!u), n = 
l,, .. ,N, are independent observations each with (J-r. P~n)). (K+ 1) miss-

J J 
ing components from some J. (K + l )-variate distribution, the observations 

being independent of one another. We could now estimate the mean vector 

and covariance matrix of the underlying joint distribution by some incom

plete data technique; for Sand~ are functions of these parameters. Here 

again there is a problem because the fact that y . has the same regression 
nJ 

on x 'k' k = l, ... ,K for each j means that some constraints should be intro
-nJ 

duced. 

The method described in this report itself supplies a "modified EM 

algorithm" for estimating mean vector and covariance matrix from observa

tions from a multivariate distribution with components missing according 

to some fixed patterns. For sett:~ng K = J and x 'k = l if j = k and O other-
nJ 

wise gives us exactly this model. We have not studied the differences be--

tween this modification and the true EM algorithm. Of course, even when the 

observations are not multivariate normally distributed, "maximum likelihood 

estimation under multivariate normality" can still give consistent estima

tors of mean vector and covariance matrix; this can for instance be shown 

by adaptin~ the technique used by GILL [1977]. 

It is not our purpose here to discuss the general problem of missing ob

servations in multivariate analysis: surveys including large reference lists 

are given by AFIFI and ELASHOF [1966] and HARTLEY and HOCKING [1971]. BEALE 

and LITTLE [1975] give some useful regression analysis methods, and DEMPSTER 

et al. also contains very many references. Another interesting article (with 

econometric applications) is by DAGENAIS [1973], who proposes a method very 

similar to "methods (5) and (6)" of BEALE and LITTLE [1975]. Unfortunately, 
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DAGENAIS' somewhat sketchy proof of asymptotic normality of regression co

efficient estimators seems to require rather strong~r conditions than he 

suggests. We study this aspect of these methods further in GILL [1979]. 
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